
Tableau to Power BI migration

Cost is one of the 

primary factors 

driving Tableau to 

Power BI 

migrations. In fact, 

considering the 

monthly per user 

cost of Power BI 

Pro is $25 less than 

Tableau, 

organizations can 

stand to save a 

substantial sum 

moving to Power 

BI.

Additionally, 

organizations 

leveraging AI and 

machine learning 

may find Power BI 

advantageous due 

to its AutoML

capabilities and 

close integrations 

with other 

Microsoft services 

such as Azure 

Machine Learning 

and Azure 

Cognitive Service.

TABLEAU TO POWER BI MIGRATION 

ASSESSMENT ENGAGEMENT

Tableau to PBI migration assessment engagement

Tableau to Power BI migration assessments leverages Neal’s data 

visualization expertise in conjunction with predefined templates, 

resources, and Power BI accelerators to help customers plan for 

migrating Tableau to Power BI. At the end of this engagement, 

customers will receive reporting tools and a plan covering the 

expected costs, infrastructure, and the migration roadmap.

Contact us to learn more.

Gain a clear roadmap for 

migrating Tableau to 

Power BI

Gain a plan for migrating Tableau to Power BI in just 

6 weeks

Gain a plan for migrating Tableau to Power BI, including a cost analysis and 

infrastructure development plan, in a month in a half with a Tableau to Power BI 

migration assessment from Neal Analytics

Contact us:
contactus@nealanalytics.com

Cost: $40,000*

* funding may be available for qualified customers
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Tableau to Power BI migration

Frequently

Asked 

Questions

Why do we need a migration assessment?
Organizations with a large or complex data visualization environment may find migrating from 

one solution to another is more complicated than simply migrating data and recreating 

dashboards. This assessment helps organizations determine the best possible data visualization 

architecture with more accurate cost estimates and timelines.

Who should apply?
This offer is perfect for organizations who currently use Tableau for data visualization but are 

interested in exploring whether it makes sense to migrate to Power BI. Customers can leverage 

this assessment to evaluate whether Power BI makes sense for them and provides clear 

guidance for beginning their migration.

Why Neal Analytics?
Neal Analytics, a Fractal company, is an infrastructure, data & AI, and digital & app innovation 

Microsoft Solutions Partner that cost-effectively accelerates data-driven transformation 

initiatives for enterprises committed to the Microsoft cloud. Through the application of AI/ML, 

data & cloud engineering, BI, edge & IoT, and digital customer experiences, we deliver 

solutions from platform integration to application development that deliver verifiable and 

measurable customer value.

Program

Expected 

Outcomes

At the conclusion of the 1.5-month Tableau to Power BI migration assessment 

engagement, your organization will come away equipped with a plan with a clear 

roadmap for moving your Tableau visualizations to Power BI.

The plan will provide customers with:

• An Executive Summary covering key considerations and plan milestones

• An inventory of assets that need migrating

• Cost analysis and Power BI pricing estimates

• Usage analysis for current environment

• Logical and physical architecture diagrams

• Remediation guidance planning

• Power BI Usage Insights & Tableau reporting to facilitate migration
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